
Data acquisition/analysis software

for Diffraction Beam Lines at SSRL

spec
SPECPLOT

WxDiff

ICS



Data acquisition and visualization at BL 2-1

Linux box running spec and

supporting low-level Python

code

Windows XP box running

specplot and Microsoft Office

2 PC setup: data collection and analysis on separate machines



spec http://www.certif.com

* Commercial program from Certified Scientific Software.

* Instrument control package to move motors, use all kind of

detectors (counters, MCA, CCD)

* Routines to scan these devices, plot, save the data, work with   

diffractometers in reciprocal space (n-circle, kappa, z-axis,) etc.

* Command Line Interface

* Powerful macro language to automate data taking, powerful data      

handling routines to analyze data on line. Generic serial and     

ethernet communication routines.

* More recently: server-mode; allows control over spec from  

remote machine!

* Important SSRL additions: automatic absorbers, calibration 

macros, creation of .csv files (Excel), motor monitor, shared    

memory access to third party software.



spec

Command line

interface

Motor monitor



The most important spec commands
All movements and countings can be aborted by typing CTRL-C / STRG-C

mv motor dest

Moves motor motor to the absolute dest (umv update move).

mvr motor delta

Moves motor motor relative to current position. (umv update move relative).

wm motor [motor2 motor3 . . . ]

Prints user and dial position of one or several motors (where motor)

wa

Prints user and dial position of all motors (where all).

set motor value

Sets the current user coordinates position of motor to value

ct [time]

Start counting on all counters for time seconds. (count)

ascan motor start finish interv time

Scans in absolute coordinates.

dscan motor start finish interv time

Scans relative to current position.

newfile filename

Sets a new data file

plotselect [detector . . . ]

Selects detector(s) to be plotted.

pplot [scan nr]

Print plot



1. Put file tempscan.mac in your home folder

> dofile(“~/tempscan.mac”)

> temp_scan

spec scripting facility

2. Back in spec:



Beam line control scheme with spec

Currently on BL 2-1:

CSS spec

BL Hardware
(Motors, Counters, RTC)

Direct connection

(SCSI)
Central data

storage

In future on SSRL diff. BLs:

TCP Ethernet

BL Hardware
(Motors, Counters, RTC)

SSRL ICS

EPICS Wrapper

CSS spec
GUI/

spec client

code

3rd party/

user code



Data acquisition and visualization at BL 2-1

Linux box running spec and

supporting low-level Python

code

Windows XP box running

specplot and Microsoft Office

2 PC setup: data collection and analysis on separate machines

NFS, Samba



SpecPlot

Files from Linux machine

visible in Windows



Data acquisition and visualization at BL 11-3

Linux box running spec and

supporting low-level Python

code!

Windows XP box running

WxDiff with Blue-Ice style GUI 

New 2 PC setup: data collection and analysis on separate machines

NFS, Samba



Appendix: Python Web Links

http://www.pythonxy.com/

All-in-one distribution for Windows, containing all the common

scientific packages. Recommended!

http://mathesaurus.sourceforge.net/matlab-numpy.html

Useful list of MATLAB commands and their counterparts in

the Python Module NumPy (part of the pythonxy package)

http://zetcode.com/tutorials/pythontutorial/

http://zetcode.com/wxpython/

Good collection of tutorials on the language and one of the

available GUI packages, WxPython.


